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The many hats of a SCIENTIST
Dr Amani may be small in size but her achievements are larger than life. Juggling her roles as
scientist, researcher and teacher, she’s also an advocate for her fellow scientists.
| Text by ANG HUI HSIEN | hhang@hckmedia.com
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D

r Wan Wardatul Amani Wan Salim is looking a little
worse for wear, suffering from a sore throat, which
she apologetically explains is due to a recent trip to
Japan for research collaboration purposes. But her
recent overseas jaunt hasn’t dented her sense of humour as she playfully remarks that her strained vocals are due to
singing Miley Cyrus’ famous break-up song Wrecking Ball.
However, as she speaks, the passion the petite doctor has for
science is evident. Particularly strong is her desire to help her
fellow scientists gain public recognition for their hard work.
“We need to highlight the people who work in the labs but who
are under-appreciated. They are doing a great job but no one
talks about them,” she stresses.
Dr Amani, as she is commonly known, is grateful for the
chance to have been trained in the US, a country renowned for
its ability for selling what they do and more importantly, championing the field of science. Upon her return to Malaysia, however, she witnessed her colleagues — all established scientists
in their own right — not getting the credit they deserve.
“I feel like an advocate for them. I feel it is my duty to talk to
the public about what they do. There is a need to highlight their
achievements and find out what they have to say. They may be
media-shy but they are more than willing to talk about their
research”.
Thanks to her stint at the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), Amani has gained somewhat of a reputation as the first Malaysian to partake in a zero-gravity
flight. She clarifies that this opportunity did not just drop
in her lap but came about because she had proven herself.
“One of my committee members was into space science, and he approached me about being involved in a
space-level project. He had seen my final presentation
and loved my work as well as enthusiasm”.
Not one to hesitate, Amani jumped at the chance. The
project involves placing device sensors she developed in
microgravity flights so that they can understand how
plants respond in the absence of gravity to direct the
growth of their shoots. It was a huge success, and discoveries were made thanks to the device she invented.
This success eventually led to an offer by her NASA director to become the principal investigator to SporeSat, an
autonomous, free-flying three-unit spacecraft that investi-

Amani says that we need assistance from
technology to detect certain things as the
sensitivity level of people is limited

gates how germinating plant cells sense and respond
to gravity. Amani’s philosophy is “always do your
best because you don’t know when an opportunity
will be handed to you”.

Developing sensor devices

Often misunderstood for being a space biologist, Amani explains that she is an engineer by training and
she develops technology for space biologists instead.
“You cannot develop technology without understanding biology. I come from a unique background
where I possess knowledge on the disciplines of biology, biochemistry and engineering necessary to create these technologies”.

There is a need to
highlight local scientists’
achievements and find out
what they have to say
— Dr Amani Wan Salim

Unsurprisingly, her favourite subject in school
was biology. This keen interest in understanding living beings and how they function was cultivated until her undergraduate years where she was exposed
to lab equipment that allowed her to see things beyond human capabilities, which she found fascinating. Her interest grew to the point that she decided
she wanted to work in this developing field.
Pretty soon, her attention was turned towards
developing sensor technologies. “The sensitivity
level of humans is limited. We need assistance from
technology to detect things on the picomolar level.
The correct design and use of new materials such as
graphene and carbon nanotubes can help scientists
reach levels beyond human ability and discover new
things,” she explains.
Her current work is focused on creating sensors
that are convenient and non-invasive for the biomed-
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ical field. Describing a scenario, she explains that determining if a cell is cancerous would require huge
and expensive equipment and expertise. What she is
trying to do is to bring this technology, minus all that
equipment, to the average person so that they can use
the device and get results in a matter of minutes.
“It is like the glucose sensor, which can be brought
anywhere and delivers results in minutes. But it still
requires the pricking of a finger to draw blood for
testing. What if there’s a technology that can ease
this discomfort by using saliva or tears? That would
create an impact in the healthcare industry,” she
theorises.
Her decision to create sensor technologies for
the environment came from the realisation that as
a developing country, Malaysia was more in need of
it than ever. This was especially after the 2014 floods
that wrought serious havoc on the East Coast and affected the water supply.
“How can we know if the water is safe? E. coli in
small amounts can cause diarrhoea and even kill.
With technology, we can make use of it to test water filtration systems in remote villages where it’s
impossible to transport heavy equipment. All we
need is a cartridge that we can plug into a laptop or
smartphone and send to the lab for analysis. This is
the type of technology a developing country needs,”
Amani highlights.

will marry you off!’ The idea of being married off was
even worse than getting a PhD so I pulled myself together and completed the programme!” she laughs.

Advocate of science

Amani strongly believes that the love for science
should be instilled in children as early as possible.
“In the US, children as young as five know about the
concept of nanotechnology. They acquire the knowledge at a young age, and this knowledge is nurtured
as they grow older. I’ve had the privilege of working
alongside young people who have been exposed to
science since young, and I wish the same for the future generation of Malaysia”.
Amani knows what she is talking about, as she is
also an assistant professor at the International Islamic University Malaysia (IIUM), where she teaches a
course on bionanotechnology. When her students first
entered her class, they had no idea what nanotechnology was, which she attributes to a lack of awareness
of the field. She believes that people are not talking
enough about science, which is why she is adamant
about putting her fellow scientists in the limelight by
talking about them and the work they do.
When it comes to teaching her students, Amani
works as best as she can with the limited resources

Navigating the field of science

Amani has been fabricating her own sensors since
her days in her degree programme where she was
exposed to a world of laboratories and research. She
credits this stage of her life to education in the US
where students get to volunteer in labs. Although
she was given simple and repetitive tasks to perform as an undergraduate, she relished the chance
to work alongside accomplished scientists creating
sensor devices.
Being the curious person she was, she threw questions at them and learned what she could through
observation. It wasn’t long before she approached
her supervisor to inform him of her decision to go
into the field of research for sensor devices. The time
she spent doing the repetitive work turned out to be
the training she needed to have good concentration
in handling tiny components.
Amani admits that she has had to work extra hard
compared to her peers in the US because of a late
start in science. Unlike her peers, she did not grow
up in a family of scientists and was not exposed to
the world of science since childhood. Luckily, she encountered helpful mentors and colleagues who were
generous in sharing their knowledge. Her parents
were also extremely supportive and encouraging.
“I remembered at one point while I was doing my
PhD, I was so tired and felt like giving up. I told my
mother about quitting and returning home. Her answer was ‘Fine, go ahead and quit. If you do that, I

Amani speaking at the recent TEDxKL

she has. She inculcates a sense of curiosity in them by encouraging them to think about the nanotechnology that is involved
in their surroundings. “This curiosity will start them thinking
and they will go home and read to expand on their knowledge.
This will help them get a good grasp of the basic concepts,
which is essential for good research”.
As one of the few prominent women in the field of science,
Amani is naturally seen as a representative for women scientists. She observes that Malaysian women are generally interested in science, as is evident from science classrooms where
there are always more female than male students. However, not
many pursue this interest further because of the family-oriented roles that they are expected to perform.
“I have colleagues who have to juggle both roles as a scientist
and a mother. It is sad that society is not doing enough to support these women to perform well in both roles without having
to sacrifice one or the other. We need to have more dialogues
to discuss these issues. I, for one, would like to see more grants
and awards designated specially for women”.
Her advice for aspiring female scientists who are bound by
cultural norms and familial obligations is this. “You can get
married anytime but the opportunity to contribute to humankind through science does not come often. Grab something that
you can control. You cannot control who you marry but you can
control your research. Even if you fail, at least you can gain satisfaction from trying.”

